Southern
California Deformation Maximum horizontal strain rates in southern California (in microradians per year; see the color scale at top right). Black curves denote the faults and coast and state boundary lines. Gray squares and thick gray curves represent epicenters and surface rupture traces of past earthquakes over magnitude 6. The degree of grayness reflects the time elapsed since that earthquake.
horizontal component of the crustal deformation resulting from fault motion and viscous flow below depths of about 10 km (1).
The study uses laser data collected by the U.S. Geological Survey and other agencies since 1970, VLBI data from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration since 1980, and GPS data from many government agencies, universities, and private companies since 1986. Because geodetic survey data measure relative positions or lengths between sites, most of the data had to be reprocessed to assure that assumptions made in linking individual survey projects were consistent. Because the velocities are intended to reveal the "interseismic" deformation field (between earthquakes), displacements directly attributable to the earthquake ruptures had to be removed from the data. In the affected areas, data from after the 1994 Northridge earthquake and before the 1987 Whittier Narrows and 1992 Landers earthquakes were discarded. In marginal regions, models of earthquake displacements were used to correct for any possible seismic disturbances.
The resulting map of deformation velocities (2) on a plate-boundary scale is so accurate and spatially dense that strain rates can be determined directly. The velocity data have revealed that geodetically determined cumulative deformation across the plate boundary agrees well with the long-term deformation predicted by plate tectonic theory (3). After resolving the displacements onto individual faults, we find reasonable agreement with geologically estimated fault slip rates (4). This agreement implies that present crustal deformation between earthquakes is relatively steady, not deviating much from its longterm average rate (here "longterm" refers to thousands of years, the age of datable features displaced by faults). Such agreements are comforting because modem seismic hazard estimates usually assume that immediate (years and decades) earthquake potential is proportional to the long-term slip rate on faults.
In spite of the overall agreement between short-and long-term rates, the spatial distribution of the present strain rate is still surprising. The figure shows a map of maximum horizontal shear strain rate, faults, and the rupture zones of major earthquakes. The regions of highest shear strain rate are not on the major faults as would be expected, but rather (with one exception) they are in the regions surrounding previous earthquakes. That past earthquakes would perturb the strain field is not a new idea. That postseismic effects could regionally dominate is, however, stunning. This result shows that although earthquakes probably would not change the overall rate of relative motion across a plate boundary, they could change regional deformation rates over a period of time from years to decades, depending on the magnitudes of the earthquakes. These postseismic effects will complicate efforts to determine long-term slip rates on faults using geodetic data. Relating the strain field to future earthquakes will require an understanding of the effects of past ones. But we can also announce good news: These new data provide tantalizing quantitative information about the crust's time-dependent, inelastic properties. Such properties will, after all, determine how stresses from plate tectonics and past earthquakes provoke future quakes. The observations provide a valuable window into the mechanism of inelastic stress release. Birds do not make very good fossils, so they contributed little to our understanding of the principles of evolution until the development of molecular tools such as mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequencing. Because minor variations in mtDNA appear to have no consequences for fitness, mtDNA can be a neutral indicator of time and a valuable evolutionary clock. As more time passes, more random differences will accumulate between species. Now, knowing how to tell molecular evolutionary time, we can ask basic questions about bird evolution whose answers should apply more generally.
Evolutionists believe that speciation usually begins with the subdivision of species into isolated populations by a geographical barrier (allopatry). What better barrier than a continent-sized glacier knifing down through North America and slicing many of its major environments into eastem and westem segments? Because many westem and eastem species of birds are sisters, evolutionists at- tributed their speciation to geography and to its ally, the glacial scalpel. Klicka and Zink show that we were wrong, at least about the glaciers. It makes one want to reexamine a whole class of geographical case histories-cases that emerged before molecular evidence became available. Were we also wrong to conclude from them that sympatric mechanisms of speciationmechanisms that do not require geographical subdivision-are unimportant?
Sympatric speciation differs most significantly from geographical speciation in that it is triggered by ecological interactions (2). It targets ecological opportunities and produces new species with a high probability of survival. Evidence from fossils now strongly indicates that sympatric speciation was crucial in the radiation of innovative forms of life (3). And new mathematical theory (4) has removed any remaining genetic qualms about it.
Nevertheless, geographical allopatric speciation usually dominates other mechanisms. To conclude otherwise would require us to explain away too many facts. For example, of the world's 18,818 species of fish, 36% live in fresh water although only 1% of the Earth's surface is fresh water, and fish productivity and population are considerably higher in marine continental shelves and upwelling currents. The myriad opportunities for fishes to form geographical isolates in fresh waters as compared with salt looks like unassailable evidence in favor of the dominance of geographical speciation.
Another fact: The number of species in a biological province such as the Neotropics depends on the area of the province. Larger provinces have more species, and the relation is virtually linear (2). Dynamic theory based on geographical allopatric speciation predicts that correlation. Sympatric speciation does not.
The tempo of speciation also speaks in favor of a geographical mechanism. Sympatric speciation predicts that new species will emerge at an ever decreasing rate. But species form rather steadily during most periods. We see this in the fossil record (5), as well as in North American songbird DNA. And geographical speciation predicts it.
Yet, like a digital clock, genetic change is discrete at the finest scale. A digital clock seems to operate spasmodically at the scale of a second, but quite smoothly at that of an hour. Surely, at the scale of an individual base substitution, mtDNA change must resemble a "second hand." But the glacial hypothesis sought to extend fitfulness to a larger scale: 105 to 107 years.
The new DNA data from songbirds demonstrates that speciation events did not clus-
